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Friday, November 5.
Called me in at 7:45 this morning, he was in the office early, even though he had the Gandhi
State Dinner last night. He went over a number of odds-and-ends: was particularly interested in
going into the plans for the series of State visits, and his own trips that he has coming up. The
Willy Brandt meeting is now set for the weekend-- week of January 3, and the President wants to
get it announced quickly and to do it in Chicago or Cincinnati with a State Dinner, motorcade,
and everything else. He's also very cranked up about doing the Mexican President sometime next
year in Houston, or maybe Miami—wherever it will work the best—but this would be after
China and maybe after Russia. He's going ahead, in his own mind at least, with the plans for a
trip to South America to meet with all the heads of state, and we're supposed to have Rogers in
next Tuesday to work out the plans on that, and then also a plan for a meeting with Heath in
Bermuda and Pompidou in British Guyana.
He got back again on the Gandhi arrival statement, which he had also raised yesterday. He feels
that it was a real gem and that Ziegler and Scali should do something about getting out the
nuances in it and the mileage-- should get some mileage out of it for the President. He
particularly wants to get across the point that he does these arrival statements without any text or
notes.
We had a long Cabinet meeting this morning. The President opened it to launch the subject of
politics and said that this was the 25th anniversary of the day he was elected to Congress the first
time, November 5, 1946. He made the point that the men around the table had worked for three
years and contributed enormously to the Administration and the country, especially on the
Democratic side-- especially on the domestic side, and they may wonder what recognition
they've gotten. The foreign policy initiatives have gotten some acclaim. Some domestic
initiatives also deserve it, but they don't get it. On the domestic front, generally, this
Administration, as far as people are concerned, is dull, gray, unimaginative and status quo. This
is not the fault of the people around the table; it's that everything is relative. We are responsible
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button-down people, we don't demagogue, and we're naive to think that we'll get credit for doing
a good job. As we launch our foreign policy bombs, the opponents have to hack us up on the
domestic front, both the press and the political opponents.
We now confront one year ahead of us where all eyes will be on the program of the-- programs
of the Administration. More than on what we have done, but what we say we have done is what
will count. So we have to get out on a deliberate basis and sell. Many great initiatives have been
proposed and not acted upon by the Congress. More important than the economy, the-- because
there what matters is what really happens. At issue is-- the issue is-- the economic issue is dead
when things move right, but in all other fields we have many good things that have not seen the
light of day. We should consider first how the Cabinet can take the offensive. Point up what
we've accomplished. That is, their year-end reports have got to be better than before, not bibles,
but terse, effective statements; and second, a major offensive on new initiatives, where Congress
has not acted. Bang them hard from now until the election. Obviously the Democrats won't pass
anything of ours that would be popular; so we've got to put it up and keep kicking them, so the
country knows that they failed, not we.
So first, we need a summary of what we've done; second, an attack on the opponents; and third,
we've got to program the Cabinet and sub-Cabinet to wage the battle. We should forget about
getting along with Congress from now on. The line that can be effective: all members of the
Cabinet should talk in addition to their own Departments' accomplishments; they should also
cover the big issue, foreign policy. There is some need to change policy and attitude. The
Cabinet is very positive, honest, responsible, but already the drumfire has begun. The Democrats
don't have to be positive or responsible. We have to understand that, in order to make news, you
have to hit somebody, not in an unfair or irresponsible way.
He then cited the example of Elliot Richardson in Massachusetts, who took on Teddy Kennedy
the other night, and also George Bush, who did it on the TV question program on Sunday. He
says it's not your nature to attack or be controversial, but when the press man tells you that what
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you covered was helpful, then you failed. When the enemy praises you, you haven't made your
point. You've got to be exciting, take people on; don't let the Democrats get away with
irresponsible attacks. The great irony is that history in 25 years will say this is a great Cabinet,
but the people speak in one year and two days, and that's when we've got to do it. If you fail then,
then all of you have failed. Now in the year ahead, it's not enough to do a good job, and so on.
We have to mix in controversy, excitement, attack, become interesting, come alive. We can't win
without money and organization, but with money and organization, we can lose. We have the
responsibility to build on the base of money and organization, and add the extra part that gets it
across.
The President then left the meeting, turning it over to the Vice President, who wandered off into
the problem of-- that we're trying to distribute two loaves of bread to 100 people. That we can't
adequately fund all our programs, and he feels we should turn to a few highly visible dramatic
programs and fund those above the conventional limits. Also he thinks we have to use the
gimmick of watching for our most visible critics and set them to cutting each other up. That is,
help McGovern take a chunk out of Muskie. Then he made the point that the President's
reelection is an absolute necessity, and to that degree everyone is expendable, including me. So
don't worry about your image, worry about the President's. Political decisions in the Departments
become doubly important this year. We can't let the bureaucracy get in the way. We need people
who will go down the line with the President, regardless of what Evans and Novak say.
Regarding the media, the President is completely correct. We have to dramatize, but if the hook
is too dramatic, we'll lose the positive part. So you need just enough stimulus to make the point,
and it must be related to the point. So he summed up that first: we depend on people who will go
down the line with the President; second, be sufficiently dramatic; third, look for things to
emphasize that will challenge the opponents; and fourth, set one opponent against the other.
He then turned the meeting over to the Attorney General, who described briefly the political
setup then had Jeb Magruder go through the structure of the Committee to Reelect the President,
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and Bob Dole to review the status at the National Committee. At that point, the President
interrupted the meeting to bring Mrs. Gandhi in, introduce the Cabinet, stumbled on a few of the
Under Secretaries that he didn't seem to know. There was then a little discussion, and the
meeting was then turned over to Ehrlichman to discuss how to manage the Executive Branch
during the political year, and then to John Scali, who did an absolutely superb job in wrapping it
up.
He started by saying that he's an Independent, that he's only been on board seven months and he's
a new man from the outside, but he's known a number of Presidents over the years and, as a
matter of fact, has seen quite a few Cabinet officers come and go. He said Richard Nixon has
done what no other American political leader could have equaled. He's restored calm to the
country and a sense of purpose. If Richard Nixon had said in 1969 that: in less than three years,
I'll reduce the troops in Vietnam by 350,000; I'll cut back air sorties by 35 percent; I'll reduce
casualties from 350 a week to ten or less, and that one week you can get down to two; and we'll
wind up with a greater political stability in Vietnam, plus the enemy on the run, plus an
impressive outlook for peace in South East Asia. If Nixon had said that in '69, I would have said,
"you can't do it." The enormity of the achievement is that Richard Nixon has done it despite all
of the obstruction and the critics. Our troubles at home are accurately the legacy of another
Administration, who spent the money in Vietnam, billions of dollars, not realizing what it would
do to the domestic economy.
Your reputation among newsmen, as a Cabinet, is that you're very high-minded, very efficient,
very low-key, very soft-spoken, and very dull. That's not necessarily all bad. There are two
people, though, that have been consistently effective in articulating a point of view for the
Administration. It's odd that both of them are Democrats, John Connally and Pat Moynihan. The
most important thing you can do is become zealous defenders of Richard Nixon—articulate
advocates making a part-- reacting to the partisan political attacks and recognizing the necessity
of defending one man. Richard Nixon sits there day after day listening to the tirades against him,
and he can't reply personally. You must respond automatically, without a signal from the White
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House, to these charges. Some of you think politics are crass and undignified, but the Democrats
never worry about that. They organize to protect their President and to articulate his viewpoint.
He then read a quote of a blast at Rehnquist and then of a blast on the foreign aid thing. Each of
which took—one 26 seconds, and the other, 29. He said, "I want to stress the important thing
here, which is that each of those blasts made a very strong, clear, specific point and did it in less
than 30 seconds." It's necessary that each of you learn how to wrap up the points that you want to
make in 30 seconds or less. This can be done on any subject, but you have to decide what the-what is the key point, write it in simple language. The way to do it is to start with a subject, then
a predicate, then end it and lower your voice, so you know it's the end. It's essential to a film
editor to for you to do this, and on that basis, he'll give you the free time you're after.
Your primary target has to be television and radio. Regarding radio, that's a great neglected area.
There are 20 million people that listen to the morning radio network news, and up to 100 million
during the day. They now rely heavily on recorded actualities, and they has-- have an enormous
unending appetite. Second priority is the wire services, mainly because they feed radio and
television. Third, far down the list, are daily newspapers, and fourth, four notches below that, are
the news magazines. What can you do better? First, you should have a 30-second section in
every speech that wraps up with conviction, fire, and passion. Then you should broaden your
scope. Include what the President's doing for the entire Administration, not just your
Department. Wrap up your announcements and achievements around one man, Richard Nixon.
Talk about Richard Nixon, the man. I've seen now the kind of leadership he exerts. I've heard
you talking among yourselves after a meeting about what a great job he's done, but then you
forget about it and you don't go out and tell people outside. I'm amazed at Richard Nixon: the
man, the leader, the way he takes over a meeting, the way he leads with a sure sense of purpose.
But none of this gets across to the people.
You've got to translate policy into "Richard Nixon the Leader." People aren't interested in policy.
They're interested in the man, the leader. You've got to give people your insights. The Democrats
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are doing this better. The Departments that you have aren't geared to radio and television and the
era of the '70's. They're still running the way things went in the '60's. There's no daily output of
accomplishments. You can do this without being blatantly political. On your speeches, none
should ever be given without a 6:00 pm EST release date, or earlier. You should forget about
your live audiences and go for television coverage. He then made the point that the President
expects you to take on an extra burden, and when Chuck Colson calls you with a suggestion, it's
not an offhand idea. He’s relaying a serious consideration of a group that's trying to program and
orchestrate to avoid conflict and competition, and we need to maintain a steady flow of this kind
of thing. It's important to fit what you say into what the President's doing.
He made the point also that, from December 10 until the time of the new Congress, you have a
unique opportunity to dominate the news, and we should have news conferences of Cabinet
officers every day. He said he was impressed with the number of problems that end on the
President's desk. You all have many problems that you solve alone in your Departments, but
your tough ones all end up here, on the back of one man. He wanted to be President, he's not
complaining. Then he told the story of the farmer whose cow went dry. He tried all the remedies
and the veterinary couldn't cure her, so he got in a hornshrinker who went in and spent two hours
with the cow alone in the barn. All of a sudden, there was a terrible roar and out came a tidal
wave of milk. The farmer asked the head-- the hornshrinker how he had done it. The
hornshrinker said, "How long have you had this cow?" He said, "Eight years, and giving a record
crop of milk all those years." And the headshrinker said, "Well, during all that time that you were
sitting there squeezing that cow's tits, did it ever occur to you to say I love you?" He then said to
the Cabinet officers, "Keep in mind that farmer."
He says the single most important thing you can do is play an important role in the reelection.
You must use your talents of your Departments better than you have. Advocate and defend this
man. The history books will write Richard Nixon in large letters. Your name will be there with
his, if you measure up to the challenge and make it possible to reelect this great President.
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They then got into something of a squabble, as Romney said I agree with Scali regarding the
President. No one else is capable in the country of his leadership, but it's a frustrating experience
in trying to get this across. We used to get through, but now we can't. We're confronted in the
Cabinet with the idea in the press and the media that the Cabinet is not close to the President, so
they disregard what Cabinet people say. Many articles indicate that the Cabinet is not really part
of the Administration, and this affects their capacity to reach television. They pay no attention
when Cabinet officers say things. Especially, this is attributed to White House Staff people. The
VP said that point is only accurate to a degree, but it is apparently accurate, so we've got to be
concerned with it. One help would be for the President to relate to the individuals and refer to the
consultation he has with his Cabinet. Mention Cabinet officers in his speeches, and so forth.
Scali said there's one simple point, the habit of speaking from notes that you have is disastrous.
There should be no speech without an advance. Take another look at your PI setup, and also
remember Richard Nixon is the only name on the ballot. The VP said he'd like to close by saying
that the country depends on our objective, which is reelection. We have a hard job. We can do it,
if we put our minds to it, communicate and cooperate and remember: everyone here is
expendable except the President.
Bill Rogers then jumped in and said I don't think we should downgrade ourselves. Truman's was
the most colorful Cabinet, you can be colorful by being an idiot. You also need an efficient, loyal
Cabinet that works well together. One reason we're dull is because we've made no mistakes.
There's no stealing, etcetera. You need people to believe you and then you can do more as
advocates of the President, but you can't downgrade the group. People have confidence that the
government under the President is succeeding. There's no need for this Cabinet to apologize.
Scali responded that you have to carry a greater role than just a Cabinet officer, and he said he
hadn't meant to downgrade the Cabinet at all. And that, basically, wrapped up the meeting.
President had me up in the cabin for a while on the way down to Key Biscayne, but didn't have
anything particular to cover. He had had a meeting with Arthur Burns at the last minute before
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we left, and had sent Arthur an extremely potent three page letter telling him, in effect, to get off
his tail and get the money supply flowing again. That's what caused Arthur to request the
meeting, it jarred him a bit.
This evening, after we got to Key Biscayne, I had a call from Ehrlichman, saying that he had a
problem on-- a question of understanding Administration strategy regarding the addition of
discretionary quota authority to the Tax Bill by the Senate Finance Committee. Apparently,
when Connally left, he told Walker to go ahead and do this; whereas the President doesn't want it
done and has told Shultz to try to work out avoiding it. A little later, Walker called me and
confirmed that Connally had told him to go ahead and get this discretionary authority, and that
Shultz had then called him-- he had done so and then with the Committee and then Shultz had
called him this morning and chewed him out strongly, so he, Walker, called Connally in Jakarta.
Connally told him he backs Walker completely, so we have sort of an impasse. I talked to Shultz
and gave him the dope on the Walker call, and George is going to have to figure it out from
there.
[End] of November 5.
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